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Introduction
For readers of this report to be able to give a fair
appraisal, it is necessary to have a background knowledge of
the Institute and its fleidsof research. Therefore, the
author will briefly give the activitiesof' this Institute,
The construction of Kainji Dam which began in 1964 and
completed in 1968 helped to provide a cheaper source of hydró-
electric power than its predecessor E.C.N The formation of
the dam also created opportunities for development projects
such as fisheries, limnology agriculture etc. Several health
and sociological prGhiems arose as. a result of the impoundment
which included the resettlement of about 44OOO people displaced
by the lake. The formation of the lake also brought about
some drastic changes.on the ecosystem which called for conti—
nuous study. Recognaing the necessityfor continuous monitoring,
the Federal Government through the University of If e with
external aid, undertook pre-iznpoundment studies. Earlier in
1965 the Federal Government sought for help from the United
Nations SpecialFund to set up a research project at Kainji to
study the post—impoundment problems. The Food and Agricultural
Organization was the executing agency while the Federal Ministry
of Agriculture represented the government of Nigeria. The body
formed by. this agreemefit was known as "Kainji Lake Research
Project". The project was mandated to develop the natural
resources of the Kainji Lake area in terms of fisheries,
agriculture, soclo—econoinic development, public health and
vectors of human diseases and to conduct research into oten-
tialities1 of the Borgu Game Reserve.
Over, the years, the Project came under three successivebodies namely, the Agricultural Research Council of Nigeria,
the Natioial Science and Technology Development Agenóy and
now under the Federal Ministry of Science and Technology.
Functions, of the Institute
: The functions of the Institute have also changed over
the years añdthee are.clearly spelt out in the decree
setting lip the National Science and Technology Development
'Ag.eny as conducting research into:—
(a) 'the limno.logical behaviour and characteristics
of the Kainji and other man—made lakes and their
óffects on the' fish and other aquatic life;
* Electii,city Corporation of Nigeria
2(b) the abundance, distribution and other biological
characteristics of species of fish and practical.
methods of their rational exploitation in the
said lakes and major rivers of Nigeria;
(c) the behaviour and characteristics of wildlife
and their conservation as well as range ecology
in the Kainji Lake area;
(d) the public health problems arising from the
construction of dams and the resettlement of
people around the Kainji and other man—made
lakes;
(e) the development of irrigated crops around the
Kainji Lake; and
(f) the socio—economic effects of the construction
of the Kainji and other man—made lakes on rural
populations
These functions are performed through six broad divisions
namely, Fisheries, Limnology, Wildlife and Range Management,
Agriculture, Public Health and Soclo—Economics and Extension
Services -
A look at the above functions shows that the responsi—
bility bestowed on the Institute is enormous and as a result
many publications have emerged.
The Library
The importance of the library in a research institute
cannot be over—emphasized. It should be a nerve centre of
any research organization. This is \Ihat the Kainji Laiké
Research Institute Library tries to be It is a relatively
young library started in 1970, in a small room designated
!tLibrary!, In this room were stored different types of
publications including books, journals, FAO documents etc.
A Library Assistant was incharge, which meant that there
was no organization of the few documents In late 1970,
an FAO Consultant, Sr. M Sheila Mortonson, came and spent
only one month arranging the few materials on broad subject
basis i.e., Fisheries, Public Health, Agriculture,'Wiidiife
and Range, Socio—Economics, However, there was no detailed
cataloguing and classification, In this state an Assistant
looked after the library for three years.
3In 1973 the then Principal Librarian of the Agricul-
tural Research Council of Nigeria (ARCN) in person of
Mr. Olu Odumosu visited the library and with the help of
the Libarary Assistants set about proper organization of
the library. The library was then moved to a larger room
with a workroom attached. Shelves, reading tables, chairs,
catalogue cabinets and other equipments were acquired. A
system was also established for borrowing and cataloguing
using the abridged version of the Universal Decimal Classification (UUC)
In 1974, the library had an experienced Assistant rF
Library Officer vIr. E.F. Akande who after actively solicit
for recommendation from staff, ordered journals from overseas
and started an excellent reprints collection. Unfortunately,
he left only seven months later. So the library once again
was under the supervision of research officers usually the
chairman of the Institute Library and Publications Committee
who supervised the Library Assistants. This pattern continued
until June, 1975 when during the long vacations of 1975, 1976
and 1977 the present author as a student of library science
at the Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria did much work in
cataloguing and organization of journals and reprints. In
February, 1977 Mrs. E.N. Chachu joined the library as Librarian
II and was joined by the present author on permanent basis in
August, 1978. From this time on the library has had profession-
al leadership.
The Need for Specialized Retrieval System
At the time this device was introduced, the 'Kainjiana
collectionof the library although very small, was becomingincreasingly difficult to exploit becaue the treatmentgiven to this collection was simply the author, title andbroad subject reflecting the various divisions in theInstitute. With that arrangement the library found it verydifficult to meet request on specific subject areas within a
short period of time. The author then decided to design a
simple optical coincidence into which information can be
coded for the exploitation of the special collection, This
system (Optical Coincidence) is described in detail in this
report.
Optical Coincidence
One way of searching for information easily is to
translate numbers into positions indicating the presence
of a number on card by punching out a hole at its number
position. Thus in the process of searching, the cards are
4held up to the light which shin.e through those positions
that are :punched out on the cards at hand. This type of
cards are called different names such as. Battern cards,
Peephole cards, Optical coincidence cards, Peek—a—boo cards,
Feature cards etc.
What will be discussedhencefortb is how this library
has designed and made a simple optical coincidence for retrie—
ving of information in the special collection called 'Kainjiana",
The idea to make the optical box stems from two basicfacts namely:—
a) the fact that the activities of this Institute
is multi—disciplinary explains the inter—relatedness of the
various dIvisions. The basic retrieval problem is that of
retrieving from multidimensional sources This 'type of
problem is normally easy to solve using a post—coordinate
indexing system employing the optical coincidence retieval
system. Because 0-f the gross inadequacy of the pre—coordinate
systems for retrieving docunients on a specialized topic, we
decided to embark on this project.
b) the author has a strong feeling that local materials
can be used to construct Optical. Coincidence box at a very
1.0w cost and make it as functional as the Termatrex.
Because of the above reasons the author went ahead
designingon a small scale, the tool.
Scope and Problems of the Retrieval System
Kainji Lake Research institute is multi—disciplinary
in nature as could be seen from the.abovc functions. Since
its inception, many publications have emerged and this
libarary has It as a policy to have a comprehensive collec—
tion of works published on the lake or done around the lake.
These collections are normally referred to in our Newsletter
as Kainjiana" i.e., documents relating to the Kainji Lake
Basin. Since the Retrieval System is still at the experi—
mental stage, the author decided to use the Kainjiana
Collection housed by this library. The documents consist
of reports to pre—feasibility studies, journal articles,
unpublished reports, conference proceedings etc. As at
now we have imput of over 500 documents on Kainji Lake and
its environ,
5The major problem which faced the author at the initial
stage was having a thesaurus which will be acceptable for the
six subject areas of the Institute's activities.
Descpon
In Nigeria as at now there. are two other Optical
coincidence ret rievai systems, one at the International
Institute of Tropical Agriculture, Ibadan, and the Institute
of Agricultural Research Samaru Zaria, These two libraries
hae their retrieval toolspurchased from the U.S. and Britain.
Ours is an attempt at using locally available materials to
construct an optical retieval tool which can perform the
same functions as the imported devices in those two libraries.
The components of our system are similar, namely:— the Reading
box, Feature cards, index term, Worksheet, Documeat cards,
Drilling tool.
The Light Box
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The Light box (Figure 6) is made of /4 plywood with
some electrical materials The dimensions of the box are:—
length 117 cm, breadth 60 cm and hight 75 cm. At the centre
of the table is another inbuilt box which is 43 cm by 36 cm
by 8 cm (Fig. 3).. The inner box is covered with a trans—
luscent glass and under the glass are three 30 cm florescent
tubes which illuminate the punched feature cards, There are
six drawers built. into the light box where the feature cards
are kept.
Feature Cards
Th&feature card is divided into numbered squares
(Appendix II) and only 14344 documents can be punched.
The card has a space at the top where the subject is written.
There is a fairly wide margin.round the card which prevents
the tearing of the real card. The card is so designed in
such a way that the area to be punched is already in small
square. Th card is designed by the author and through the
help of the institute Drawing Office and the Printing Section
many copies of the feature cards were made, The materials and
cost are explained in Table 2.
From costing point of view, this design and manufacture
has great advantage. For example, it is cheap and therefore
within the budgets of very many special libraries, Second1y
because it is locally constructed, no foreign exchange is
6- Cost of tke light boxTable 1
No Material Quantity Unit CostN:K
Total cost
N:K
1. Plywood 3 3000 90.00
2. Nails 5.00 5.00
3. Polish 1 gallon 20.00 20.00
4, Handles 6 5.00 30 00
5. Glass 2 10.00 20.00
N165,00
Labour Cost 100.00
Table 2
Total
- Cost of producing feature cards
N265.00
No. Unit CostMaterials Quantity N : K Total CostN : K
1. Paper I boundle 35.00 35,00
2, Drawing
paper 1 50 50
3,
4.
Lithogra-
phic film 1 50
Offset plate 3 50
50
1.50
5, Ink 50 50
6 WOrkmanship 50 .00 50 00
Total N88,00
7:abie 3 — Electrcal equipments
Material Quantity Unit Cost Total Cost
,, Florescent 3 7.00 21,00
1•, Sucket I 1.00 1.00
Switch 1 1,00 1,00
Wire I m 1.50 1.50
Workmanship 5,00
Total = N29.50
Table 4 - Summary of total cost
N K
1. Light Box 265,00
2, Feature Cards 88.00
3. Electrical Materials 29,50
Grand Total Cost = N382,50
involved and therefore the possibility of acquisition is
enhanced, this is particularly important because of the
difficulties in obtaining Central Bank's approval to
import.
While our design cost:about p400.00, other sophisticated
versions of Optical Coincidence retrieval devices cost over
N5,000.00 to N10,00000, e.g the International Institute
of Tropical Agriculture own Termatrex System cost about
ten thousand U.S. dollars in 1974, the same equipment would
obviously cost much more in 19S3 and years to come, However,
one must not gloss over the fact that the Termatrex system
is incomparably much efficient, with durable cards thereby
lasting for decades under heavy use, But in our case, an
unsophisticated system that one can afford and subsequently
improve upon, is better than any other system out of oneBs
reach.
8Input into the System
Documents used for this system are documents emanating
from workers around the lake of which about 80% (percent)
comes from research officers of the Institute.. The documents
are either journal articles, conference papers, unpublished
reports etc. All publications coming into the library are
scanned by the librarian and when an article is on Kainji
Lake9 it is photocopied and then accessioned as Kainjiana'
by the Library Assistant. The accession number is written
on the document. Then passed to Assistant Library Officer
who using the worksheet (Appendix I ) specially designed
for this pupose catalogues the document. After the document
is catalogued9 it is sent to the librarian for indexing.
Indexing
Indexing is an intellectual evaluation of the subject
content of a given document with the aim of determining the
key words or terms which best express the subject matter of
the published work. Indexing is the nerve of any retrieval
tool and its importance cannot be over—emphasized. Before
adopting the present indexing system, the author carried
out on an experimental basis, a small scale indexing using
the Aquatic Fisheries thesaurus for fisheries and limnology
collections. Research Officers were invited to query the
system. At the end, it was observed that most of the terms
were too broad and topics of specific interst such as pre—
impoundment studies, resettlement etc., were not used as
index terms. The author then carried out other small scale
studies using free indexing, that is the keywords in the
publications are used as access points for the retrieval
system, whether or not such words are in a thesaurus, We
observed that the library was able to answer queries faster
using the 'Tkeyword in content" system instead of the thesaurus,
Another advantage was that it was easier for Library Assistants
to use the tool to answer queries without having to translate
queries into the thesaurus language since the keyword used in
indexing were usually also the mode of query. With the above
outcome, the author decided that the Aquatie Fisheries
Thesaurus", the Subject index of "Ecology Abstracts would
be used only as guides; as much as possible, free indexing
or keyword in content would be the primary indexing approach.
I must add that the free indexing or keyword in content
is successful because of the. restricted nature of our collec—
tion and the fact that the author has studied the mode of
queries of his patron.
9Coverage of the Indexing
There are three types of indexes covered byKainji
Lake Retrieval System.
1. Subject Index: The subject index refers to
the process whereby the subject content of
a document is determined.
2. Species Index: In the introduction to this
write-up the author tried to emphasize the
multi-disciplinary nature of the Institute.
It was pointed out that fishes, wildlife and
aquatic organisms are covered in the research
activities. To meet specific requests on
individual organisms the species index covers
scientific names of fishes animals, trees,
grasses etc. Such as Tilapia, Lates, plankton,
zooplankton, elephant etc.
3, The Locational Index: The area of the lake is
1,250sq kIlometres. Around this large area,
there are many villages as would be expected.
Some of these are important because they are
sampling stations (e.g. Shagunu), agricultural
stations (e.g. Papiri and Gafara) or grazing
reserves (such as Yelwa, Nweri, Yashikira etc.).
In order to meet queries on the activities around
these areas, the locational index is created.
Thus documents on !The Grazing of Cattle in
Nv.eri Grazing Reserve would be indexed on
Grazing, Cattle, Nweri representing subject,
species and location respectively.
Processing
After the librarian has indexed an incoming document,
the worksheet is passed to the typist for typing0 The
worksheet is not destroyed but filed chronologically in one
drawer, Four catalogue cards are typed from a worksheet.
The first cards is the main card which is usually the author
card,. the second card is: the title card, the third is
broad subject card, (The subject cards reflect the divisions
of the Institute to which the document is most relevant; thus
if a document comes from fisheries the subject would be
Ufisheriesfl) The fourth card is the shelf list card.
Each type of card has a specific. function, e.g. some library
users come to the library asking for works of known authors.
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In such a situation we use the catalogue cabinet to meet
such a direct query. So also when a user comes with a
known title, the title card is used.
The broad subject arrangement is to allow any research
officer or library users to scan through what has been pub—
lished on a particular division whereas the shelf list
enables the library to say the number of documents we have
at any given time. The optical coincidence device is used
when we have queries on a specific subject such as "Feeding
behaviour of Europius niloticus" or when information is
needed on a given species or on a specific locationtt.
After typing, the cards and worksheets are passed to
a Library Assistant for cross checking to ensure that what
is on the worksheet is correctly typed on the cards. The
cards are then passed to the Assistant Library Officer for
filing while the worksheets are passed for punching. The
punching is cruely and manually done by using blade to
remove a square hole already created on the feature cards
(an area which is meant to be punched), It must be added
that as manually done as the punching is, it does not affect
the performance of the instrument.
How to Search for Information
The searching for information is simple. For example,
if a library user comes to the library asking "what inform—
ation can I have on the feeding behaviour of Tilapia below
the dam?'1 To answer the above query, three feature cards
will be pulled out, these cards are "Feeding behaviours",
'tTilapia't and "Bèlow'the Dam", respectively. These three
feature cards are then interposed and placed on the light
box, The hole numbers where light penetrate when interposed,
represent documents which contain information on the topic.
These numbers are nted and the Assistant locates
the documents which are kept in closed access, (that is under
lock and key). The search can be broadened or narrowed by
removing or adding feature cards. The document card gives
bibliographic details of the document but does not provide
abstracts of the documents.
More examples of queries we answer by using the
system are:—
(a) For information on the Anatomy of Guineafowl.
Feature cards for 'Anatomy' and that of
'Guineafowl' are brought óit or searching
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(b) If however, information is required on guineafowl
alone, all we do is to bring out only guineafowl
feature card for reading, and all punched holes
on the card represent relevant documents.
(c) For information on Seasonal Variation ci
Phytoplanktdn. cards for "Seasonal Variation"
and that of "Phytoplankton" are brought out
for reading on the light box.
(d) For information on "Sex dimorphism of Pellonula
afzeli.usi at Shagunu. In this case three feature
cards are used namely: Sex dimorphism (subject
index), uPellonula aizeliusi" (species index)
and Shagunu" (locational index),
(e) The system can be used to give date of planting
of some crops within the Kainji Lake Basin.
For example a research staff comes to the library
and says he wants information on date of planting
of maize in the Kainji Lake Basin. Cards for
"Planting date" and that of "Maize will be
interposed for relevant documents,
(f) We can also use the system to answer queries on
pre-impoundment studies in Fisheries, Agriculture,
Soclo-Economic, Public Health around the Kainji
Lake Basin. This explains why. the.Aquatic
Fisheries Thesaurus, the subject index of "Ecology
Abstrats" are not suitable because terms like
pe-impoundment and resettlement are not used
and these are some of the mode of queries we
received in the library.
Merits of the Retrieval Tool
The output of the Kainji Lake Retrieval System is very
encouraging and it is unique in the sense that keyword in
content is mostly used rather than thesaurus. Because of
this flexibility Library Assistants can use the tools when
piloted by a research staff. As a result of this design,
we have been able to meet queries on Kainji Lake Basin much
more quickly than when we used the traditional pre—coodinate
system. The fact that this tool is designed using locally
available materials shows that if perfected, it will be
at the reach of all special libraries particularly those
within the Ministry of Science and Technology.
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Limitations of the Retrieval Tool
Because of the multi—disciplinary nature of the Insti-
tute and the attempt of this library to cover all the
research areas of the institute posed a great problem. The
feature cards are fragile and will therefore be unable to
withstand use for a long time. There is the need for a
better punching tool which will be less labour intensive
and could punch several feature cards at a time.
Conclusion
The aim of this technical report is to bring to the
notice of fellow librarians the retieval device made by
the library of this institute, It is not the aim of the
author to arrogate to himself an unusual discovery, rather
to use this report as a call—up letter inviting all fellow
librarians to visit this Institute and have an examination
of the system and give positive suggestions which will
lead to the improvement of the different components of the
system in such a way that our research libraries can adopt
the system because of its cheapness (N382.DO). As I have
already highlighted, the above limitations are areas of
potential or possible improvements, where your valuable
suggestions would be most welcomed.
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AppdLI
KAINJThNA WORKING SHEET
Acc. No.
Author(s)
Title
Source
Descriptors
1 9
2 10
3 11
4 12
5 13
6 14
7 15
8 16
Location
2
3
4
5
Species
1 9
2 10
3 11
4 12
5 13
6 14
15
8 16
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